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It is known that if P is either the property w-bounded or countably compact, then for every 
cardinal a 2 w there is a P-group G such that H.G = a and no proper, dense subgroup of G is a 
P-group. What happens when P is the property pseudocompact? The first-listed author and 
Robertson have shown that every zero-dimensional Abelian P-group G with H.G > o has a proper, 
dense, P-group. Turning to the case of connected P-groups, the present authors show the following 
results: Let G be a connected, pseudocompact, Abelian group with WG = a > W. If any one of 
the following conditions holds, then G has a proper, dense (necessarily connected) pseudocompact 
subgroup: (a) wG< c; (b) IGI 2 a”; (c) a is a strong limit cardinal and cf(a) > w; (d) ltor GI > c; 
(e) G is not divisible. 
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1. Introduction 
Al.1 topological spaces considered here (in particular, all topological groups) are 
assumed to be completely regular, Hausdorff spaces, i.e., Tychonoff spaces. 
Following Engelking [12], we use w, x, $ and d to denote weight, local weight 
(=character), pseudocharacter and density character, respectively. As usual, a space 
X is said to be: 
w-bounded if ~1,~ A is compact whenever A E X and IAl s w; 
countably compact if each infinite subset of X has an accumulation point in X; and 
pseudocompact if every locally finite family of nonempty open subsets of X is 
finite-equivalently, if every real-valued continuous function on X is bounded. 
For extensive information and references to the literature concerning these proper- 
ties, the reader may consult [12]. 
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1.1. History of the problem 
Of course, every w-bounded space is countably compact. It has been known for 
some time [S, 3.31 that for every infinite cardinal LY there is an w-bounded group 
G with wG = (Y such that no proper, dense, subgroup of G is countably compact. 
For an example to this effect let G be the E-product in T” (first defined in a related 
context in [15, 10, 211) by 
G={xET~:]{[<(Y:x,#~}(s~}. 
For every countable A E G there is countable C E Q such that 
Ac TC x{l},,c c G, 
so G is w-bounded. Now let D be a dense, countably compact subspace of G. As 
with every dense, pseudocompact space, D is then G&-dense in G. To prove that 
D = G it is enough to show that for every p E G there is a sequence x(n) in D such 
that x(n) + p. To see this, for each x E G write 
E(x)={[<(v: x,# l}, 
choose x(0) E D so that 
xW,=p, fortEE 
and recursively, x(k) having been defined in D for all k < n, choose x(n) E D so that 
(P* forte E(P), 
x(n)‘= 11 for 5E (,cr! E(x(k)))\E(p). 
(The availability for 0 s n < w of such points x(n) E D is immediate from the fact 
that D is Gs-dense in G.) 
The group G just defined is connected. If a zero-dimensional example is desired, 
replace T by (0, 1). For a torsion-free group which is zero-dimensional or connected 
(and of weight (Y), replace T with & or & as in [ 17, 25.81. Obviously non-Abelian 
modifications are also readily constructed. 
The foregoing remarks and the close relationship between pseudocompactness 
and countable compactness [12] make it attractive to conjecture the existence, for 
each infinite cardinal cr, of pseudocompact groups of weight (Y with no proper, 
dense, pseudocompact subgroups. As our Abstract indicates, however, the available 
evidence runs otherwise: it is shown in [7] that every zero-dimensional pseudocom- 
pact Abelian group of uncountable weight (in particular, every pseudocompact, 
Abelian torsion group of uncountable weight) does have a proper, dense, 
pseudocompact subgroup. This has led us to consider the connected case, with the 
results listed in the Abstract. 
The five results enunciated in the Abstract and labelled (a), (b), (c), (d) and (e) 
are proved below in Theorems 4.3(a), 5.5, Corollary 5.8(ii) and Theorems 6.1 and 
7.1, respectively. 
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Every topological group of countable weight is metrizable [17, 8.31, and every 
pseudocompact metrizable space is compact (see [ 12, 8.5.13(c)] or [14, 9.71). It 
follows that a pseudocompact group of weight SW has no proper, dense, pseudocom- 
pact subgroup. For the most part, therefore, we are concerned in this paper only 
with topological groups of uncountable weight. 
1.2. Present status of the problem 
Consider now the following three statements: 
(1) every zero-dimensional pseudocompact Abelian group of uncountable weight 
has a proper, dense, pseudocompact subgroup; 
(2) every connected, pseudocompact Abelian group of uncountable weight has 
a proper, dense, pseudocompact subgroup; and, 
(3) every pseudocompact Abelian group of uncountable weight has a proper, 
dense, pseudocompact subgroup. 
The situation at present concerning these three statements is: (1) is true [7], (2) 
and (3) are as yet undetermined. While attempting unsuccessfully to establish (2) 
in full generality, we were led to consider the natural question whether (3) follows 
from (1) and (2). (This question is “natural” because it happens frequently in the 
theory of topological groups that a theorem is established by treating separately the 
zero-dimensional and the connected cases and then “pasting together” to achieve 
full generality. See [17] for examples of this procedure.) Two avenues of approach 
for deriving (3) from (1) and (2) attracted our attention, as follows, but each appears 
ineluctably blocked. 
(i) The technique: Given G as in (3) with identity component C, attempt to 
apply (1) to find a proper, dense pseudocompact subgroup H of G/C and then, 
with 4 the natural homomorphism from G onto G/C, use 4-‘(H) as the desired 
subgroup of G. The difficulties: First, in contrast with the situation in compact 
groups, a totally disconnected pseudocompact group need not be zero-dimensional 
(see Corollary 7.7 below for elucidation of this point). Thus G/C need not be 
zero-dimensional. Second, given a continuous, open surjective homomorphism 
h : G + K with G and K pseudocompact Abelian groups and H a dense, pseudocom- 
pact subgroup of K, the group k-‘(H) need not be pseudocompact; in Remark 7.5 
below we describe briefly a construction to this effect taken from [7]. 
(ii) The technique: Given G and C as in (i), and assuming further that C is 
divisible, let h be a (possibly discontinuous) homomorphism from G onto the 
divisible group C such that h(x) =x for all x E C, use (2) to find a proper, dense, 
pseudocompact subgroup H of C, and use h-‘(H) = H x ker h as the desired 
subgroup of G. The difficulties: First, the group C need not be pseudocompact. 
Indeed, we show in Theorem 7.6 that many nonpseudocompact groups arise as the 
identity component of a pseudocompact group. Second, even if the connected 
component C is pseudocompact, it need not be divisible; we give an example to 
this effect in Remark 7.2 below. 
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We draw attention explicitly to a question which remains unsolved: Does every 
pseudocompact, Abelian group G such that w < wG< c have a proper, dense 
pseudocompact subgroup? 
1.3. Future considerarions 
Despite the many “positive” results now available, including those in this paper, 
we are ambivalent on the question of whether every pseudocompact Abelian group 
of uncountable weight has a proper, dense, pseudocompact subgroup. As our results 
make clear, the simplest or most accessible counterexample, if one exists, may be 
a (connected) G,-dense subgroup G of T”+’ such that IGI = c; see Question 8.6 
below. We hope to return to this matter in a later communication. 
2. Prerequisites 
In this section we fix notation, cite the results we need from the literature, and 
establish some elementary, preliminary lemmas. The proofs we omit are available 
in [3] or [17]. 
Since we are concerned chiefly with Abelian groups, we use additive notation 
throughout (even in discussing groups which are, perhaps, non-Abelian); the identity 
of every group is denoted 0. (As in Section 1, we make an exception in the case of 
the circle group T, where we use the usual multiplicative notation and denote the 
identity by 1.) 
The torsion subgroup of an Abelian group G is denoted tG or t(G). That is, 
tG = {x E G: there is n E Z\(O) such that nx = 0). 
A topological group G is said to be totally bounded (by some authors: precompact) 
if for every nonempty open U c G there is a finite F c G such that G = F + U. It 
is a theorem of Weil [26] that a topological group G is totally bounded if and only 
if G is (topologically isomorphic with) a dense subgroup of a compact group K; 
when these conditions are satisfied the group K is unique in the obvious sense [26] 
and we write K = C?. 
2.1. Theorem [2, 20, 16, 181. Let K be a compact group with wK = cr 2 w and let G 
be a dense subgroup of K (so, K = c?). Then 
(a) JKI =2”; 
(b) dK = log (Y; and 
(c) wK =x(K)=xG= wG. 
The following result gives a convenient characterization of those totally bounded 
groups which are pseudocompact. 
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2.2. Theorem [S]. Let G be a totally bounded group. The following statements are 
equicalenr: 
(a) G is pseudocompact; 
(b) G is G&-dense in G; 
(c) G =/3G. 
2.3. Corollary. Let G be a pseudocompacr group and Ha dense subgroup of G. Then 
(a) G is connected if and only if G is connected; and 
(b) H is pseudocompact if and only if H is G,-dense in G. 
2.4. Theorem [9]. Let G be a compact, connected Abelian group such that WG > w. 
Then there is a continuous homomorphism from G onto T’“+‘. 
The following easy result allows us to give a simplified proof of a theorem from 
[7] in Theorem 2.7(d). 
For a space X a zero-set of X is a set of the form f -‘({O}) with f E C(X, R). 
2.5. Lemma. Let X be a pseudocompact space and let Z be a zero-set of X. Then 
clps Z is a zero-set of PX. 
Proof. Let Z =f-‘({O}) with bounded f E C(X, R) and let PE C(pX, R) satisfy 
f c-f Then clpx Z ET-‘({O}), and if there is 
P ~f-‘w)\C&3x z, 
then, choosing gE C(pX, R) such that g(p) =0 and g= 1 on Z and writing 
h=IJl+g, 
we have h E C(pX, R), h(p) = 0, and h > 0 on X; this contradicts the hypothesis 
that X is pseudocompact. III 
We use the word “normal” only in its algebraic sense. In detail: A subgroup N 
of a group G is normal if and only if aN = Na for all a E G. 
We adopt the following notation from [7]. 
2.6. Notation. Let G be a topological group. Then 
A(G) = {N c G: N is a closed, normal, G,-subgroup of G}. 
Here we collect together the information needed later about groups in the set 
.,I (G) with G pseudocompact. 
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2.7. Theorem. Let G be a pseudocompact group such that n,G > w, and let N E ‘4 (G). 
Then 
(a) G/N is compact and metrizable; 
(b) N is a zero-set of G; 
(c) iV is a zero-set of G; 
(d) [7, 6.21 N is pseudocompact; and 
(e) wN = WC. 
Proof. (a) is proved in [9, 3.31. 
(b) The natural surjection 4 : G + G/N is continuous, so from the fact that {N} 
is a zero-set of G/N it follows that +-I({ N}), which is N, is a zero-set of G. 
(c) Since G = PC by Theorem 2.2, statement (c) is immediate from (b) and 
Lemma 2.5. 
(d) From the fact that fl is a Gs-set of G and G is G8-dense in G (Lemma 2.5) 
it is immediate that N is G,-dense in fi. Hence, by Lemma 2.5 (applied to N), the 
group N is pseudocompact. 
(e) Since local weight x and pseudocharacter (1, agree on compact spaces, 
Theorem 2.1 (c) yields 
n!N = WI? = @CIA and I@ = wG = WC. 
Now from (c) it follows that N is a G,-set of G, so from 
w<l@‘“+*(N) 
follows +!& = +A and hence wN = WC, as required. 0 
2.8. Notation. Let X =(X, 9) be a topological space. The P-space topology on X 
determined by 5 is the smallest topology PT on X such that ylc W and every 
G6-subset of (X, I’$) is W-open. 
The set X with the PT topology is denoted PX. 
Given X=(X, 37, the g-GA-sets are a base for PX. Thus a subset Y of X is 
dense in PX if and only if Y is G6-dense in X, and the following statements are 
immediate from Theorem 2.2. 
2.9. Theorem [6]. Let G be a pseudocompact group and H a dense subgroup of G. 
Then H is pseudocompact if and only if H is dense in PG. 
2.10. Theorem. Let G be a pseudocompact group with WC = a 2 w. Then 
(a) W( PC) s cu”; 
(b) G has a dense, pseudocompact subgroup H such that 1 HJ s a”; and 
(c) if IGl>aw, then G has a proper, dense pseudocompact subgroup. 
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A space X is a Baire space if every intersection of countably many dense, open 
subsets of X is dense. The following theorem derives from these two facts: (a) PX 
is a Baire space whenever X is compact; and (b) a G6-dense subspace of a Baire 
space is a Baire space. 
2.11. Theorem (see [7]). Let G be a pseudocompact group. Then G and PG are Baire 
spaces (and hence of second category). 
The core of the following theorem appears in [6, 2.51 and perhaps elsewhere; we 
include a proof in order that the present paper be self-contained. 
2.12. Theorem. Let G be a pseudocompact group such that wG > w. Then 
(4 IGlac; 
(b) cf(d( PG)) > o; and 
(c) if G has no proper, dense pseudocompact subgroup, then cf(/GI) > w. 
Proof. (a) There is NE A(G) such that /G/N/ 3 w (and hence w(G/N) 2 w). Since 
G/ N is compact by Theorem 2.7(a) we have ) G/ NJ b c by Theorem 2.1(a) and hence 
IG(Z(G/NIZC. 
(b) Let H be a dense, pseudocompact subgroup of G (that is, a dense subgroup 
of PG) such that 
IHI=d(PG)=y, 
suppose that cf(y) = w (so that y > c by part (a)) and let {H,: n < w} be a sequence 
of subgroups of H such that 
(H,(<y and IJ H,,=H. 
“<W 
Let K, denote the PH-closure of H,. Since H = U”<,,, K, and PH is a Baire space 
(Theorem 2.11) there is n < w such that K, has nonempty interior in PH. There is 
NE A such that NC K, and from Theorem 2.7(a) we have 
IH/K,IGIH/N~sc<~. 
It then follows that 
d(PG)~d(PH)<dK,(H/K,(~/H,,(c<y, 
a contradiction. 
(c) Clearly a group G as in (c) satisfies (G( = d(PG), so (c) follows from (b). 0 
2.13. Lemma. Let G be a pseudocompact group and let G = lJ”<, A,,. 
(a) There is n < w such that PC-int( PG-cl A,,) # 0; 
(b) there are n < W, p E G and N E ,,I (G) such that A,, n (P-I- N) is G,-dense in 
p+N; and 
(c) if the sets A, are subgroups of G one may take p = 0 in (b). 
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Proof. (a) Simply restates a portion of Theorem 2.11. 
(b) Choosing n as in (a), and choosing p E G and NE A(G) such that 
p + NE PG-int( PG-cl A,), 
we see that p+ N is open-and-closed in PG and hence 
p+N=PG-cl(A,n(p+N)); 
this gives (b). 
(c) To derive (c) from (b) it is enough to show that if K is any topological group 
with subgroups A and B such that An (x + B) is dense in x + B for some x E K, 
then An B is dense in B (we here take K = PG, A = A,, B = N and x =p). Indeed 
ifqEAn(x+B),thenq+B=x+Bsoonemaychoosex=qEA.Clearly(A-x)n 
B is dense in B, i.e., An B is dense in B. Cl 
2.14. Definition. Let G be an Abelian group. 
(a) An indexed set {I-Z,: v < y} of subgroups of G is independent if 
f-&n(U{f$: CT+ 77l)=W 
for each n < y, and 
(b) a subset X of G is independent if {(x): XE X} is an independent set of 
subgroups of G. 
Of course, a set {ff,,: n < y} of subgroups of G is independent if and only if the 
relation 
C{k,x,: nEF}=O 
(with finite FE y, x, E I-Z,, k, E Z) implies k,x, = 0 for each 71 E F. 
We continue this introductory section with an elementary lemma which will allow 
us to find large independent subsets of certain Abelian groups. 
Lemma 2.15. Let G be an Abelian group such that G # tG and let K be an uncountable 
cardinal number. Then the following statements are equivalent: 
(a) There is an independent X s G such that [XI= K and X n tG = 0; 
(b) IG/tGI 2 K. 
Proof. (a)+(b). Clearly the function from X into G/tG given by 
x+x+tG 
is one-to-one. 
(b)+(a). Let X be a maximal independent subset of G\tG and suppose that 
1x1 <K; from K > w follows I(X)1 < K so there is 
Y={p,: t<K}E G\(X) 
such that 5 < n < K implies ps -pV & tG. 
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We claim there is .$ < K such that n E Z\{O} implies nps E (X). If for every {< K 
there is n(~H\{0} such that nfpe E(X), then since the function c-,(n,, n(p<) from 
K into (Z\(O)) x(X) is not one-to-one there are distinct 6, n < K and n E E\(O) such 
that npC = np,. This contradicts the independence of X and establishes the claim. 
The set X u { p*} is then independent, contrary to the maximality of X. Cl 
The referee has observed that Lemma 2.15 is essentially the familiar statement 
that G and G/tG have equal torsion-free ranks; see in this connection [ 17, 
pp. 439-4441. 
The hypothesis G # tG of Lemma 2.15 is satisfied by every nondegenerate Abelian 
group with a connected pseudocompact group topology. Indeed we have this simple 
result. 
2.16. Theorem. Let G be a connected, totally bounded Abelian group such that 1 G] > 1. 
Then ] G/ tG/ > c. 
Proof. Let 0 # x E G and let h be a continuous homomorphism from G to T such 
that h(x) # 1. From h[G] = T and h[tG] c tT follows 
IG/tGIz(T/tTI=c. Cl 
2.17. Remark. It is worthwhile to record an elementary argument showing that if 
G is a pseudocompact Abelian group such that G # tG, then the coset space G/ tG 
is uncountable. Let 
G,= u {xEG:kx=O} 
O<k-I,, 
for n <w, note that G, is a closed subgroup of G, and note also that G, is nowhere 
dense in G. (Indeed, suppose that some G, satisfies int G,, #(d, so that G, is open 
in G. Since G is totally bounded the coset space Gj G, is finite-say [G/G,,] = m < 
w-and then mnx =0 for ail XE G, a contradiction.) From tG =IJ,,<_ G, and the 
fact that G is of second category (Theorem 2.11) it follows that jG/ tGI 3 w+, as 
asserted. 
In fact, more can be said (in ZFC) about such G: the inequality 1 G/ tGI 3 c holds. 
When G has a nontrivial connected subspace, this follows easily from Theorem 
2.16. When G is totally disconnected, a proof can be constructed either by appealing 
appropriately to the structure theory for compact Abelian groups [ 171 or by arguing 
as in [25]; the latter approach shows that in fact a suitable quotient of G contains 
an independent Cantor set (that is, a homeomorph of (0, I)“). Since we do not need 
the relation ]G/ tGj 2 c explicitly here, we omit the proof. We hope to return to this 
inequality and some of its consequences in a later paper. 
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3. The set A(G) when G is connected 
We have seen (Theorem 2.7(d)) that a closed, normal G,-subgroup N of a 
pseudocompact group G is itself pseudocompact. When in addition G is connected, 
however, the subgroup N need not be connected. For an example of this 
phenomenon with wG = LY > w take 
G={x~T~:~{~<cu:x~~tT}~~~}, 
fix 7) < cq and define 
Since G contains densely the X-product defined in Section 1.1, G itself is pseudocom- 
pact and hence PG = T" (Theorem 2.2); thus G is connected. (It is easy to see, 
alternatively, that each element of G is connected by an arc to the identity of G.) 
Here NE A(G), and N is not connected. It is clear, however, that there exists a 
connected M E N such that M E 14 (G): one may choose 
We will see in Theorem 3.4 that this situation is typical: when G = (G, S) is itself 
connected (and pseudocompact), for every N E A(G) there is a connected M E A(G) 
such that M c N. Alternatively expressed: the T-connected, PY-open sets are basic 
for PG. 
3.1. Lemma. Let G be a pseudocompact group, and let H E 11 (c) and M = H n G. 
Then 
(4 ME A(G); 
(b) M is G,-dense in H; 
(c) k=H; 
(d) M is a pseudocompact group; and 
(e) if H is connected, then M is connected. 
Proof. (a) is obvious. For (b), note simply that every nonempty G,-subset U of H, 
since it is a nonempty G&-subset of G, satisfies 
UnM=iJnGf(d. 
Now (c) is immediate, (d) follows from (b), (c) and Corollary 2.3, and (e) follows 
from (c), (d) and Theorem 2.2. Cl 
We prove a lemma to be used in Lemma 3.3. 
3.2. Lemma. Let X and Y be compact spaces, let A be a compact G,-set in X, and 
let h be a continuous, open function from X onto Y. Then h[A] is a compact G,-set 
in Y. 
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Proof. Write 
A = n CJ, = n cl, U,, 
“<W n<w 
with U,, open in X and with cl, U,,, E U, for n <w; clearly 
h[A]c_ n h[ U,] = f-l h[clx U,]. 
II<” “<W 
If qE Y satisfies qE h[cl, U,,] for each n, then from the nesting of the sets clx U,, 
follows h-‘({q})nA #0 and hence qE h[A]. Thus h[A] =n,<, h[ U,,], as 
required. 0 
3.3 Lemma. Let G be a compact, connected Abelian group and NE il( G), and ler H 
be the componenr of 0 in N. Then H E A(G). 
Proof. If H is not a G,-set of G, then G/H is not metrizable and hence w(G/ H) > w. 
It follows from Theorem 2.4 that there is a continuous homomorphism h from G/H 
onto T’“+‘. Since the continuous surjections h : G/H + T““+’ and 4 : G + G/H are 
both open functions, by Lemma 3.2 the set 
K = (h o 4)[Nl 
is a compact G8-set of T’“+‘; hence there is countable S c w+ such that 
K = T;’ (FAKI). 
Denoting by ls the identity of the group TS and writing A = { 1s) x T’“+“‘, we have 
A c K, A is connected, and IAl = 2’“+‘. 
The set N/H = +[ N] is a compact, zero-dimensional space, and since 
hfN/H:N/H-+K 
is an open function the space K is also zero-dimensional. This contradiction 
completes the proof. 0 
We extend the result just proved to pseudocompact groups. 
3.4. Theorem. Let G be a connected, pseudocompacr Abelian group, let NE A(G) 
and let C be the component of 0 in N. Then C E A(G). 
Proof. Let H be the component of 0 in 13 and set M = H n G. Since fi E A(c) by 
Theorem 2.7(c) we have HE A(c) by Lemma 3.3 and hence M E _)I( G); thus it is 
enough to show M = C. 
Since H c N and N is closed in G we have 
M=HnGsN 
and hence M c C by Lemma 3.1(e); and from 
CsNcN 
follows C s H and hence C E H n G = M, as required. 0 
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4. Connected groups G such that WC < c 
We say as in [4, 51 that a pseudocompact group fragments into P-many dense, 
pseudocompact subgroups if there is an independent family {H,: q < p} of dense, 
pseudocompact subgroups of G. The existence of such a family (with p = c) has 
been shown in special cases-for G dense in T’ in [4], for example, and for 
ItGj<lGl=P=(wG) w in [5]. In this section we improve the results of [4, 51 and 
we show that every connected, pseudocompact Abelian group G such that W+S 
WC s c has a proper, dense, pseudocompact subgroup. 
4.1. Lemma. Ler G be an Abelian group and let {H,,: v < y} be an independent set 
of subgroups of G with each 1 H,,I s y. Let N be a subgroup of G containing an 
independent ser X such that 
IXI=P>r, /~>IJJ and XntG=@ 
Then for each p E G there is {x,: 77 < y} c p + N such that {(H,, u {x,}): 7 < y} is an 
independent set of subgroups of G. 
Proof. (In the terminology of [ 17, Appendix A], the conditions on N reduce simply 
to the statement that the torsion-free rank of N, denoted rO( N), satisfies rO( N) > 
max{y, 01.) 
We claim first, writing 
J,=H, and K,,=(U{H,:O<q<y}), 
that there is 
x=x,~p+Xzp+N, 
such that (J,u {x}) and K0 are independent. If not, then for every x~p+X there 
are m E h, r E Jo and s E K0 such that 
r+mx=s#O; 
since J,, and K, are independent we have m # 0. The map x + (m, r, s) from p + X into 
(z\(O)) XJO x K, 
is not one-to-one so there are distinct x, x’~p+X and m, r, s such that 
r-tntx=r+m.u’=s 
and hence m(x -x’) = 0. From 
x-s’~(p+X)-(p+X)cX-XE NsG\tG 
then follows m = 0, a contradiction establishing the claim. We define x,, as furnished 
by the claim. 
Suppose now that g < y and that x, has been defined for 77 < p so that 
{(H,u{x,I): ~<5Iu{Hq: ~SV<Y) 
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is an independent set of groups. We define 
and we note, arguing exactly as in the claim, that there is x, E p+X such that 
(Js u {xc}) and H, are independent. 
The definition of x, for n < y is complete. It is clear that {(H, u {x,}): 77 < y} is 
an independent set of groups, as required. 0 
4.2. Theorem. Let G be a pseudocompact, Abelian group with wG = a > w and IGI = 
P%aU. Suppose further that each NE A(G) contains an independent set X such that 
1X1=/3 and XnrG=B 
(that is, each N E A(G) sarisfies rO( N) = 1 GI). Then G contains nn independent set 
(H,, : T,I < ~3) of (proper) dense, pseudocompact subgroups. 
Proof. Since w(PG)s czw (Theorem (2.10(a)) there is a set 3. of nonempty 
GG-subsets of G (each of the form p+ N for some p E G, NE A(G)) such that 
121 s a* and such that each nonempty G&-subset of G contains an element of 3. 
We write 93 = {U(t): t< p} with each element of % listed P-many times. 
Now for 0 s r] C S < /3 we will define x( v,l) and H( v,[) so that 
(9 x(71,5) E u(J), 
(ii) H(T~, 6) = &(n, 43: t7 s 5’s 5H, and 
(iii) {H(n, 0: 7 < 51 is independent, for 5 < /3. 
We proceed by recursion on 5 < p. 
Choose x(O,O)E U(0) and set H(O,O) =({x(O, 0))); then (i), (ii) and (iii) are 
satisfied for &’ = 0. 
Now let 5</3 and suppose that (i), (ii) and (iii) are satisfied for 4’~ 4. We will 
define x( 7, 5) and H( n, 5) for n c 5. First, define 
ff’(t7,5)=U{H(~,5): 71C4’<51 forT<t, and Wt,O=W. 
Then { ff’(q, 5): n s 51 is an independent set of I&+ II-many subgroups of G, each 
of cardinality not exceeding w - /(I_ It then follows from Lemma 4.1, with 
{H’(v. 5): rl s 49, max{k+ 11, w. l&j> and U(c) replacing {H,: 77 < y}, y and p+ N, 
respectively, that there is 
{sr( 7775): t7 s 5) E U(5) 
such that, defining 
H(v, 5) = (H’(n, 5) u Ix(rl, @)I), 
the set {H( r], 5): 7 G 5) is an independent set of subgroups of G. 
The definition of x(7, 4’) and H(n, 5) for 77 =Z 5 < fi is complete. We define 
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It is clear that {H,: v < /?} is an independent set of subgroups of G. For each 77 < /3 
and I-J E LB there is g such that 77 < c < p and U = U(l); we have 
x(77,5) E H, n U. 
It follows that H,, is Gs-dense in G, and hence pseudocompact (Theorem 2.9). c3 
4.3. Theorem. Let G be a connected, pseudocompact Abelian group such that 
w<wGsc. Then 
(a) G has a proper, dense, pseudocompact subgroup; and 
(b) there is an independent set {H,,: 77 < c} of c-many (proper) dense, pseudo 
compact subgroups of G. 
Proof. It is enough to prove (b). 
Since (wG)” = c, by Theorem 2.10(b) there is a dense, pseudocompact subgroup 
G’ of G such that IG’I < c. Then IG’l = c by Theorem 2.12(a), and G’ is connected 
by Corollary 2.3. Thus to deduce the result from Theorem 4.2 it is enough to assume 
G = G’ (hence, IGI = c) and to show that every NE ‘1 (G) contains an independent 
set X such that 1X1= c and X n tG = 0. 
Given such iV, let a connected M E A(G) satisfy M c N (Theorem 3.4), note that 
since wM > w by Theorem 2.7(e) there is x E M such that x # 0, and let h : G + T 
be a continuous homomorphism such that h(x) # 1. As in Theorem 2.16 we have 
h[M] = T, and to complete the proof it is enough to choose an independent subset 
Y of T\tT such that I YI = c and then a subset X of M such that h IX is one-to-one 
from X onto Y. Cl 
5. Connected groups G such that ICI >(wC)” 
We have observed in Theorem 2.10 that every pseudocompact group G such that 
wG = (Y 2 w and IGI > LY’” has a proper, dense, pseudocompact subgroup (of cardi- 
nality not exceeding a”). In this section, taking G connected and wG> w, we 
achieve the same conclusion for (GI = (Ye. 
For n<w we define qb,:G+G by 
5&(x) = nx, 
and we write 
t,G=ker&,={xEG:nx=O). 
5.1. Theorem. Let G be a connected, pseudocompact Abelian group and A a subgroup 
of G such that A+ tG is G&-dense in G. Then there is a connected C E A(G) such that 
An C is G,-dense in C. 
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Proof. We assume without loss of generality, the statement being obvious otherwise, 
that wG> w. We write 
H=A+tG= u A, 
“<W 
with A, = A + t,G, we note from Corollary 2.3 that H is a connected, pseudocompact 
group, and we use Lemma 2.13 to find n < w and NE 11 (H) such that A, n N is 
G,-dense in N. Let C be the component of 0 in N. Then C E A(G) by Theorem 
3.4, and C is pseudocompact by Theorem 2.7(d). From C E A(N) it follows that 
A, n C is G,-dense in C and hence in C; hence 
&[A, n C] is G,-dense in &[C]. (*) 
Now C is compact and connected, hence divisible [ 17,24.25]; thus &[ C] = C. And 
4n[Gl= (01, so 
It is then immediate from (*) that An C is G&-dense in C, as required. 0 
5.2. Corollary. Let G be a connected, pseudocompact Abelian group and A a subgroup 
of G such that A + rG is G6-dense in G. Then there is E z G with 1 E 1 s c such that 
(A + E) is G,-dense in G. 
Proof. By Theorem 5.1 there is (connected) N E A(G) such that An N is G6-dense 
in N. Since G/N is a compact metric space (Theorem 2.7(a)) there is E c G with 
1 El s c such that every p E G satisfies E n (p+ N) # 0. It is clear that E is as 
required. 0 
We indicated in Theorem 2.16 that every nondegenerate, pseudocompact, con- 
nected Abelian group G satisfies ]G/rGI 2 c. Here we give a stronger conclusion. 
5.3. Definition. Let G be a pseudocompact Abelian group. Then 
#G = min{]A]: (Au tG) is G,-dense in G}. 
5.4. Lemma. Let G be a connected, pseudocompact Abelian group such that IGI > 1, 
and let NEII(G). Then #Nat. 
Proof. Since wG < w is impossible, and the case wG = w is handled by Theorem 
2.1(a), we assume wG > w. Let C be the component of 0 in N. Then C E A(G) 
(Theorem 3.4), so WC > w (Theorem 2.7(e)) and hence ICI > 1. Let 0 # x E C and 
let h be a continuous homomorphism from N into T such that h(x) f 1; clearly 
TS h[C]s h[N]s T. 
Now let (Au tN) be G,-dense in N. Then h[(Au tN)] = T and from h[rN] c tT 
and ItTl = w it follows that Ih[(A)]l = c and hence IAl 2 c, as required. 0 
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The following theorem is our principal result. 
5.5. Theorem. Let G be a connected, pseudocompact Abelian group with wG = a > w 
and ICI = p 2 aw. Then either 
(i) G contains a (proper) dense, pseudocompact subgroup H such that (HI < f3, or 
(ii) G contains an independent set {H,,: 77 < /3} of (proper) dense, pseudocompact 
subgroups. 
Proof. We consider two cases. 
Case 1. There is a connected N E 11 (G) such that #N < f3. Then p > c by Lemma 
5.4. From the definition of #N and Corollary 5.2 (applied to N in place of G) 
there are Ar N with IAl = #N and E 5 N with JEl s c such that (Au E) is G&-dense 
in N. From Theorem 2.7(a), there is Fc G with IFI c c such that 
G/N={x+N:xEF}. 
It is then clear, writing H = (Au E u F), that H is G,-dense in G and that 
IHlS#N+C+C<p; 
thus (i) holds. 
Case 2. Every connected NE A(G) satisjies #N 3 /3. Then every such N satisfies 
IN/ tNI z p, so according to Theorem 3.4 every (not necessarily connected) NE 
A (G) satisfies 1 N/ tNJ 2 f3. It follows from Lemma 2.15 that every N E A(G) contains 
an independent set X such that (X( = p and X n tG = 0, and (ii) is immediate from 
Theorem 4.2. Cl 
Theorem 5.5 yields another route to Theorem 4.3. Here are the details. 
5.6. Corollary. Let G be a connected, pseudocompact Abelian group such that w < 
wG s c. Then there is an independent set {H,: rl c c} of c-many (proper) dense, 
pseudocompact subgroups of G. 
Proof. As in the proof ofTheorem 4.3, we may assume IG] = c. According to Theorem 
2.12(a) no dense, pseudocompact subgroup H of G can satisfy (i) of Theorem 5.5, 
so (ii) holds with p = c. Cl 
The singular cardinals hypothesis (SCH) is the statement that K’S ~+2* for all 
infinite cardinals K and A. That it can be useful in connection with the study of 
dense subspaces has been demonstrated by Cater, Erdds and Galvin [ 11. Concerning 
the strength of this axiom, they write in part (here we paraphrase slightly): “Clearly, 
SCH follows from the generalized continuum hypothesis, but is much weaker. In 
fact, models of set theory violating SCH are not easy to come by; Prikry and Silver 
(see Jech [19, Section 371 and Magidor [22, 231) have constructed such models 
assuming the existence of very large (e.g., supercompact) cardinals, and Devlin and 
Jensen [ 1 l] have shown that some large cardinal assumption is necessary.” 
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In the following theorem we use SCH to replace the hypothesis p 2 LYE of Theorem 
5.5 with the more natural assumption p 2 (Y. 
5.7. Theorem. Assume SCH. Let G be a connected, pseudocompact Abelian group 
such that IGJ 2 wG > w. Then G has a proper, dense, pseudocompact subgroup. 
Proof. We set wG = (Y and IGI = p. According to Theorems 4.3 and 2.12(c) the 
conclusion holds in case (Y SC or cf(p)=w, so we assume CX>C and cf(j3)>w; 
according to Corollary 5.6 it is enough to show p a (Ye. If /I < ow, then from SCH 
follows 
ff~~<o~Wd+f2~=(Y+ 
and hence cx = j3. From cf(cz) = cf(p) > w it follows that for every countable subset 
A of (Y there is t< LY such that A c 5, so we have 
a w ‘<z_ 151 ws c 14+2W~a*c=cr=p, 
<<a 
as required. 0 
A cardinal number a is said to be a strong limit cardinal if 2’ < Q whenever y < CL 
We consider next some consequences of Theorem 5.7 for groups G whose weight 
is a strong limit cardinal. 
5.8. Corollary. Let G be a connected, pseudocompact Abelian group such that wG = 
a > o and a is a strong limit cardinal. If any one of the following conditions holds, 
then G has a proper, dense, pseudocompact subgroup: 
(i) SCH; 
(ii) cf(a)>W; 
(iii) (Y~G cy+; 
(iv) cr+ = 2”. 
Proof. Set p = IGI. Since (Y is a strong limit cardinal and G is dense in G and 
lGl= 2” (Theorem 2.1(a)), we have p 5 (x. 
If (i) holds, use Theorem 5.7. 
If (ii) holds, then as in the proof of Theorem 5.7 we have 
CY wr5;altlwB 1 2’~!<~*cr== 
f<ol 
and hence p 3 CY”; thus Theorem 5.5 applies. 
If (iii) holds but /3 < LY‘“, then from 
(Y< p<(YW<ff+ 
we have p = (Y. The desired conclusion now follows from Theorem 2.12(c) in case 
cf(p) = w, and from (ii) in case cf(p) > w. 
If (iv) holds, then (iii) holds. 
The proof is complete. 0 
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6. Groups C with ltG[ > c 
Our success heretofore has been based in part on the fact that the groups G we 
have been considering have a torsion subgroup tG which in an appropriate sense 
is small-so small, for example, that G/tG 3 c in Theorem 4.3, or JG/fGJ 9 ]G{ in 
Theorem 5S(ii). In this section, in contrast, we achieve the same conclusion (that 
is, the existence of a proper, dense, pseudocompact subgroup) when tG is suitably 
large. The theorem we prove here appears to stand in isolation; in particular, its 
proof does not depend on the constructions introduced in Section 5. 
6.1. Theorem. Let G be a connected, pseudocompact Abelian group such that 1 tGI > c. 
Then G has a proper, dense, pseudocompact subgroup. 
Proof. Let A be a subgroup of G which is maximal with respect to the property 
AntG={O}. ForOZnEZ define &:G’-,G as before: 
A(p) = v. 
We note that since G is connected and hence divisible [17, 24.251, the function c$B,, 
is a surjection onto G. We claim that for every x E G there is n E Z\(O) such that 
4,,(x) E A. For x E A this is clear. If x E G\A there are a E A, k E H, and p E tG such 
that 
a+kx=p#O; 
from a # p follows k f 0 and if m E Z\(O) satisfies mp = 0, then with n = km we have 
n#O and 
&(x)=nx=mp-ma=-maEA, 
as required. The claim is proved. 
Now define 
A, = {x E G: &(x) E A}. 
From Lemma 2.13(c) there are n < w and NE A(G) such that A,, n N is G,-dense 
in N, so from Theorem 2.7(a) there is E 5 G such that ]E] == c and (A,, u E) is 
G&-dense in G. Since (A, v E) is G,-dense in G, the group &[(A, u E)] is then 
G&-dense in &[ G] = G and hence in the intermediate space G. It follows, writing 
F = c#+,[ E] and noting 
that I(F)] < c and A+(F) is a dense, pseudocompact subgroup of G. Since each 
coset of A contains at most one element of fG the inclusion AGE A+(F) is false 
and hence the containment A+(F) 5 G is proper. The proof is complete. q 
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6.2. Remark. It is tempting to hope or believe that every sufficiently large (connected, 
pseudocompact, Abelian) group G will satisfy the hypothesis ltG/ > c of Theorem 
6.1, but this is naive. Indeed, it is clear from [ 17,25.8] that for every cardinal number 
(Y 2 w there is a connected, compact Abelian group G(a) such that wG( (Y) = cr and 
t( G(a)) = (0): the Abelian “a-adic solenoid” &, of [ 17,10.12] is connected, compact 
and torsion-free, so G(o) = (Ea.)” is such a group. 
7. Miscellaneous theorems and examples 
The results we give here serve to illuminate the foregoing theorems and to place 
them in perspective. Perhaps the principal result of this section is Corollary 7.7, 
which shows that there exist totally disconnected pseudocompact groups of positive 
dimension. This (somewhat unexpected) phenomenon explains in part our difficulty 
in piecing together a solution to the general “proper dense subgroup” problem for 
pseudocompact groups from the restricted results available for the connected case 
and the zero-dimensional case. 
Let us first establish Result (e) of the Abstract. 
7.1. Theorem. Let G be a pseudocompact, connected Abelian group. If G is not divisible, 
then G has a proper, dense, pseudocompact subgroup. 
Proof. Since G is connected and hence divisible, the continuous homomorphism 
given by &(x) = nx is surjective; further, &[G] is G,-dense in +,,[G] = G and 
hence in the intermediate group G. It follows that if G is not divisible, then for 
some n < w the group &,[ G] is a proper, dense, pseudocompact subgroup of G. Cl 
7.2. Remark. Although divisibility and connectedness are equivalent for compact, 
Abelian groups [17, 24.251, it is easy to find connected, pseudocompact Abelian 
groups G which are not divisible. For an example of weight a z w, choose a 
nondivisible subgroup D of T and set 
G={~ET~:~{~<Q:x~~D}~~w}. 
(That G is pseudocompact and connected follows just as in the case of the group 
considered in the first paragraph of Section 3.) 
The relation between divisibility and connectivity for pseudocompact groups is 
easily clarified (Theorem 7.4). 
7.3. Lemma. Let G be a divisible, totally bounded Abelian group. Then c is divisible. 
Proof. Given p E c and 0 # n E Z, let X, be a net in G such that x, +p and find 
y, E G such that ny, = x,. Because G is compact the net y, has a subnet converging 
to some point 4 E G. It is then clear that nq = p, as required. Cl 
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7.4. Theorem. Let G be a divisible, pseudocompact Abelian group. Then G is connected. 
Proof. G is divisible (Lemma 7.3) and hence connected [ 17,24.25], so G is connected 
(Corollary 2.3). Cl 
7.5. Remark. In Section 1.2(i) above we claimed the existence of a 4-tuple 
(G, K, h, H) with G and K pseudocompact groups, h a continuous, open, surjective 
homomorphism from G onto K, and H a dense, pseudocompact subgroup of K 
such that h-*(H) is not pseudocompact. The interested reader may consult [7, 
4.10(b)] for a complete, detailed proof of the validity of the following construction. 
For i = 1, 2 let K, be a compact, Abelian group with a proper, dense subgroup 
Hi such that H, is pseudocompact, K2 is metrizable, and the groups Ki/H, are 
algebraically isomorphic. Let 
qi:Ki+ Ki/H,= E 
be the natural homomorphisms, define 
G={(k,,kz):k,~Ki,q,(k,)=q,(k,)~E}, 
and define h : G + K by h( k, , k,) = k, . The 4-tuple 
(G, K,, h, H,) = (G K h, W 
is as required. 
We show next, as promised in Section 1.2(ii), that many nonpseudocompact 
groups arise as the identity component of a pseudocompact group. 
7.6. Theorem. Let K be a compact, connected, torsion-free Abelian group and let H 
be a connected subgroup of K. Then there is a pseudocompact group G such that H 
and the identity component of G are topologically isomorphic. 
Proof. Let CY =) KJ”, to avoid the trivial case assume CY > 1, let M be a compact, 
torsion-free, zero-dimensional metrizable group [ 17, 25.81, and set J = K x M”. The 
relation wJ = LY has two consequences: first, each NE ii(J) satisfies JN] = 2” 
(Theorems 2.1(a) and 2.7(e)); and second, there is, just as in Theorem 4.2, a set 
{U(t): 5 < CI} of nonempty G,-subsets of J such that each nonempty G,-subset of 
J contains one of the sets U(t). We assume without loss of generality that OE U(0). 
For 5 < cy we will define .v~ and A, so that 
(i) -v<c U(5), 
(ii) A, = ({x,: 77 c t}), and 
(iii) Ai n (K x (0)) = (0). 
We proceed by recursion. We set x,, = 0 and A0 = {0}, and we note that (i), (ii) and 
(iii) are satisfied for 6 = 0. Now let ,J’< cr and suppose that (i), (ii), (iii) are satisfied 
for 5 < l. We then claim, writing 
A; = (Ix,: 5 < 5)) 
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and noting 
A; n (K x (01) = {O), (**) 
that there is x E U(c) such that 
(A; u {x1> n (K x (01) = (01. 
If the claim fails, then for every x E U( 5) there are a E A;, n E Z and k E K such that 
a+nx=(k,O)fO; 
from (**) we have n # 0. Since 1 U(g)1 = 2” the map ~+(a, n, k) from U(J) into 
A; x (z\(O)) x K 
is not one-to-one so there are distinct x, X’E U(c) and a, n, k such that 
a+nx=a+nx’=(k,O)#O. 
It follows that (n # 0 and) n(x - x’) = 0, contrary to the hypothesis that J is torsion- 
free. The claim is established. We define xc as furnished by the claim and we note 
that, with A, defined by (ii) for 5 = 5, conditions (i), (ii) and (iii) are satisfied for 5 = 5. 
Now define 
A= U A<=({+: 5<o)> and G = (A u (H x {0})), 
5<Q 
and let C denote the identity component of G. Since A (and hence G) is G,-dense 
in the compact group J, the group G is pseudocompact (Corollary 2.3(b)). Since 
M” is zero-dimensional we have 
H x (0) _c c 5 I< x (O}, 
and from A n (K x (0)) = (0) follows 
c = H x {O}, 
as required. q 
By the dimension of a space X we mean dim X, the tech-Lebesgue or covering 
dimension of X. The relation dim X = dim /3X holds for every (Tychonoff) space 
X [12, 7.2.171, and the spaces X for which dim X =0 are exactly those spaces X 
for which pX is zero-dimensional (in the sense that PX has a basis of open-and- 
closed sets). It is clear that if X is a (Tychonoff) space and a point XE X has an 
open-and-closed local basis in X, then x has an open-and-closed local basis in PX. 
It is then immediate from Theorem 2.2 above that a pseudocompact group G is 
zero-dimensional if and only if dim G = 0. 
A space X is totally disconnected if every connected subset Y of X satisfies 
1 YI c 1. As is well known (see [ 17,3.5 or 14,16.17] for a proof), a compact (Hausdorff) 
space X satisfies dim X = 0 if and only if X is totally disconnected. 
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The fact that a totally disconnected group need not be zero-dimensional was first 
noted by Erdiis [ 131, who showed that the group G of “rational points” in separable 
Hilbert space I’ satisfies dim G = 1. (Relevant details of this example are examined 
in [17, 7.18 and 14, Exercise 16L].) Van Mill [24] shows that for every integer n 
there is a totally disconnected group G such that dim G = n. As with the group of 
ErdBs [13], van Mill’s groups have the strong property that every two points are 
contained in disjoint open-and-closed sets. In our next result, a consequence of 
Theorem 7.6, we show that totally disconnected groups of positive dimension may 
in addition be chosen to be pseudocompact. 
7.7. Corollary. For n < w there is a totally disconnected, pseudocompact Abelian group 
G(n) such that dim G(n) = n. The groups G(n) may be chosen so that every two 
points are contained in disjoint open-and-closed sets. 
Proof. In the construction of Theorem 7.6 choose K so that dim K = n and take 
H = (0). Retaining the notation of Theorem 7.6 we have JC] = 1, so that G is totally 






G n (K x (0)) = (0) 
it follows that the projection 
n:KxMa+MM” 
is one-to-one on G. Since every two points of M” are contained in disjoint open-and- 
closed sets, the same is true of G. !I! 
7.8. Remark. The authors did not determine whether every totally bounded, totally 
disconnected group has the stronger property that every two points are contained 
in disjoint open-and-closed subsets. 
7.9. Remark. It is noted in [7] that for many pseudocompact Abelian groups G 
there are topological group topologies 3 and 9’ such that Y-E 5’ and 9# r. 
Indeed, for many pseudocompact groups G = (G, ~3 the existence of such a topology 
Y is equivalent to the condition that G admits a proper, dense, pseudocompact 
subgroup [7,5.8]. Here we record a simple criterion sufficient to ensure the availabil- 
ity of a strictly coarser pseudocompact group topology. 
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7.10. Theorem. Let G = (G, F) be a pseudocompact group such that IG/ < WC. Then 
there is a pseudocompact topological group topology 3’ for G such that Y’S 9 and 
Jr’ # y. 
Proof. For 0 # x E G there are a compact metric group K, and a continuous 
homomorphism h,: G + K.x such that h,(x) # 0 in K,. (This is essentially a statement 
of the Gel’fand-Raikov theorem [17, 22.121. When G is Abelian one may choose 
K, = T for each x.) The evaluation map 
e:G+K=nK, 
given by (ep), = h,(p) is an algebraic isomorphism, so the topology 9’ induced by 
K on G is a (Hausdorff) topological group topology. Since Yc_ 3, the identity 
function from (G, .T) onto (G, 
Since w( G, 9) > ]G] while 
Y-‘) is continuous and hence (G, 9’) is pseudocompact. 
w(G,Y’)swKsw lGl=lGl. 
we have .Y # Y, as required. cl 
8. Questions 
For the convenience of the research-oriented reader we collect here, approximately 
in descending order of generality, those problems related to the present paper which 
we have been unable to solve. In the interest of simplicity, let us say that a 
pseudocompact group is extremal if it admits no proper, dense, pseudocompact 
subgroup. As indicated earlier, every pseudocompact group of countable weight is 
extremal, and we do not know if there are other extremal pseudocompact groups; 
the principal result of [17] is that no zero-dimensional pseudocompact Abelian 
group of uncountable weight is extremal. 
8.1. Question. Is every pseudocompact group of uncountable weight nonextremal? 
8.2. Question. Is every pseudocompact Abelian group of uncountable weight nonex- 
tremal? 
8.3. Question. Is every pseudocompact Abelian connected group of uncountable 
weight nonextremal? 
8.4. Question. Is every pseudocompact Abelian group of weight me nonextremal? 
8.5. Question. Is every connected pseudocompact Abelian group of cardinality SC 
nonextremal? 
Since there is no extremal, connected Abelian group whose weight (Y satisfies 
w < LY c c, and since (c+)~ = c+, the most accessible context not settled by Theorems 
44 W. W. Comfort, 1. van Mill / Connected, pseudocompacr groups 
4.3 and 5.5 is the case of a connected group G such that IGI = c and wG = c+. 
Specifically, we ask: 
8.6. Question. Is there an extremal, pseudocompact group G such that IGI = c and 
G is dense in T”+‘? 
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